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Texture Periodicity Detection:
Features, Properties, and Comparisons

Valery V. Starovoitov, Sang-Yong Jeong, and Rae-Hong Park

Abstract—The structure extraction problem is analyzed. The cooc-
currence matrices (CM’s) are the popular basis for this goal. We show
that a binary preparation of an arbitrary periodical texture preserves its
structure. This transformation decreases the computation time of analysis
and the required memory in dozens times. Twenty-two features adapted
for detecting displacement vectors on binarized images are analyzed and
compared. We suggest to use the CM elements jointly as the united feature
for this goal. We have shown that it is a stable detector for noisy images
and simpler than well-known �

2 and � statistics.

Index Terms—Coocurrence matrix, periodicity, structural texture, tex-
ture binarization, texture features.

I. INTRODUCTION

Texture analysis is one of important subjects in image analysis.
Texture can be defined as an image composed of a number of similar
patterns and it can be viewed from statistical or structural aspects
[1]. A statistical texture [2], [3] such as a woods image of an aerial
image can be represented by statistical model parameters. A structural
texture (ST) is considered to be defined by texture elements (TE’s) or
patterns which occur repeatedly according to some placement rules
(PR’s) [4]–[8].

The general problem of structural texture analysis and description
can be formulated as follows. Let we have a gray level image with
Q gray levels (usuallyQ = 256) containing structural texture areas.
We need to build a compact description of the image which allows us
to compress the initial image representation for usage of high speed
image transmission, to solve different calculation tasks, or to synthe-
size an image similar to the original one which can be used for image
restoration and in document reading systems. The description consists
of TE’s, PR’s, and texture boundaries descriptions. It gives birth to
three independent tasks: TE’s recognition, texture segmentation, and
PR’s extraction.

We investigate the last one in this paper. Several approaches have
been presented for structural texture analysis [1], [4], [9]. Those of
them which allow to analyze texture by gray level CM’s (GLCM’s)
were selected. Conners and Harlow [10] proved that for any structural
texture we can search a period parallelogram and presented the
algorithm for finding displacement vectors (DV’s) by means of the
smallest moment of inertia. We began to study some Haralicket
al.’s features for this goal and showed that they can also search
the vectors [11]. Methods of DV’s extraction by�2 and� statistics
for the GLCM’s were described in [8], [12]. Some authors [2],
[13], instead of calculating GLCM’s for a given imageg(i; j) of
sizeQ � Q; used1 � 2Q element matricesg(i + j) or g(i � j);
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whereg(k) = �2Qi+j=k;k=0 g(i; j) or g(k) = �2Qji�jj=k;k=0 g(i; j),
respectively.

On the other hand, some approaches to analyzing texture without
using the CM have been presented. Projection of a binarized texture
image was used for texture elements extraction [4]. Matsuyamaet al.
[14] used the Fourier transform for texture elements detection.

The CM has been known as one of effective features for texture
analysis, thus we have chosen CM’s as the basic apparatus. We
propose the use of features based on CM’s ofbinarized images
for textural periodicity extraction. In the binary case,Q = 2;
and the CM has just four elements. Our preliminary experiments
[5], [11], [15] showed that CM’s for binary images (BCM’s) have
sufficient information for structure detection. In the paper we present
a systematic study of periodicity detection by 22 features based
on BCM’s. We will show that for an image with large additive
Gaussian noise, we can detect the correct displacement vectors from
its binarized texture by using a joint feature (JF) discovered by authors
in [15].

Section II describes some preliminaries for BCM’s analysis.
Section III presents analysis of all CM-based features adapted for
BCM’s. Sections V mentions the reduction of the computational
complexity. Section VI shows experimental results and performance
comparison of the better BCM-based features for noise-free/noisy
texture images. Finally, Section VII gives conclusion.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Due to the lack of space, we restrict our study to a planar case,
based on the definitions, assumptions, and propositions described in
[5]. Let the tested image be a gray level periodical texture with one
texture element.

A. Texture Image Binarization with Periodicity Preservation

We can extract various information from gray level texture. But
it requires too much computation time and memory to analyze the
gray level texture. Therefore, we use the binarized texture (with the
smallest number of requantization levels) to reduce the computation
time.

A variety of techniques have been proposed regarding binarization
as mentioned in [5]. But it’s not our scope what method to use for
binarization. In this study we used the Otsu’s thresholding method
[16] for binarization.

Proposition 1: An arbitrary structural texture may be transformed
into a binary image with periodicity preservation.

Details and a short proof is given in [15].
The first column in Fig. 1 shows 256� 256 structural textures

quantized to 8 bits. Fig. 1(a) shows a synthesized chessboard texture,
its histogram, and binary preparation. Fig. 1(b) shows D20 texture
from [17], its histogram, and binary preparation. Note that the
third column of Fig. 1 represents a binary image by thresholding
with structure preservation, where the threshold of the histogram is
indicated by an arrow in the second column.

A binary image has only two gray levels: zero and one. We
calculate binary CMlm = fpijg for a fixed displacement vector
ddd = (l;m); i.e., the vector connecting a pair of pixels with this
displacement. The values ofl andm can be changed from 0 toW;
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Gray level structural texture, its histogram, and binarization results. (a) Chessboard image and (b) Texture D20.

except for(l; m) = (0; 0); whereW is a size of the analyzed window.
In this case CM has the following representation

CMlm =
p00 p01
p10 p11

;

pij =P (i; j)=R; p00 + p01 + p10 + p11 = 1 (1)

whereP (i; j) represents the number of pairs of those pixels that the
first pixel hasi value, and the second one hasj value;R denotes the
cardinality of the set of these pairs and it is used as a normalization
factor; pij is an (i; j)-entry in a normalized CM.

B. Variants of Binary CM’s

We can consider the different kind of textures for the specific
direction. Unlike of gray scale, in binary cases, if one direction
is selected to extract the displacement vector, we can establish all
possible version of BCM’s as shown in Fig. 2, in which all kinds of
BCM’s calculated from ST for the horizontal direction are shown. In
Fig. 2, pij (where i; j = 0; 1) represents(i; j) element of a BCM
and we assume

0<Kl< jdddj; M = jdddj

where jdddj indicates the length of a correct displacement vector.
IntegersKl andM denote the selected lengths for CM calculation.
That is,M indicates the case in which the selected distance for BCM
is correct, andKl indicates the case in which the selected distance
is shorter than the correct displacement vector.

III. FEATURES FORSTRUCTURAL TEXTURE ANALYSIS

For structural texture analysis, a large number of features have
been introduced based on a gray level texture or requantized gray
level texture.

A. Pure Structural Approach (Projection Method)

In the projection method [4], the binarized texture image was used
for texture elements extraction. It reduced the computation time and

required memory considerably by projecting an image along a number
of quantized directions. To detect the orientation of the displacement
vector, �; it used projection values. In a projection plane, a valley
can be detected by the rule:

(xvi ; y
v
i ) is a valleyVi iff yvi � y;

(x; y)jxvi � � � x � xvi + �

where� represents a small constant, andxi andyi denote the distance
and projection value for theith valley, respectively. A superscriptv
signifies valley. Then, we can detect the desired orientation� which
maximizes the function defined by

S(�) =
i

x

x

[y(�)� (yvi (�) + yvi+1(�))=2]:

Once the vector orientation is detected, the smallest distance between
prominent peaks along that orientation is defined as the vector length.

B. Spectral Features

A structural texture has the periodic property along some direction.
It means that ST has the high frequency along this direction in
the spectral space of the texture. To extract this spectral feature,
Matsuyamaet al. [14] used the Fourier transform for TE’s detection.
They assumed that a periodic property appears in the Fourier domain
if the texture is structural. Using this assumption, they extracted the
cluster which has a local maximum from the Fourier transformed
result of ST. The local extrema indicate the periodicity of the texture.

C. Spatial Features

In general, most of the spatial features use the CM to analyze
the property of texture. Haralicket al. [2] have proposed a large
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Fig. 2. All possible types of BCM’s with horizontal displacementddd and their corresponding images.
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number of features based on CM, and others also proposed various

features based on CM. We present these features based on the BCM to

investigate the characteristics of each feature in the case of binarized

images for PR extraction.

1) Haralick et al.’s Features:We use the features taken from [2]

(denoted asf1 � f14). Let pi j i j denote pi j + pi j ; then

after some simplifications the features based on the BCM can be

represented in the following way:

f1 = p200 + p201 + p210 + p211;

f2 = p01 + p10 = p0110 = 1� (p00 + p11) = 1� p0011;

f3 =(p11 � p0111p1011)=
p
p0111p0010p1011p0001;

f4 = p0010p0111 = p0010(1� p0010);

f5 = p0011 + 0:5p0110 = 0:5(1 + p0011)

= p0011 + 0:5f2 = 1� 0:5f2;

f6 = p0110 + 2p11 = f2 + 2p11 =  (f2; p11);

f7 =�f26 + f6 + 2p11;

f8 =� log((p00)
p (p11)

p (p0110)
p );

f9 =� log((p00)
p (p01)

p (p10)
p (p11)

p );

f10 =(p0110)
3 + (p0011)

3 = 1� 2p0011 + 2(p0011)
2

=1� 2p0011p1001;

f11 =� log((p0011)
p (p0110)

p );

f12 =(f9 �HXY 1)=maxfHX;HY g;
f13 =(1� exp[�2(HXY 2� f9)])

1=2;

f14 = fsecond largest eigenvalue ofZg1=2

where

HX =�p0001 log p0001 � p1011 log p1011

=� logf(p0001)p (p1011)
p g;

HY =�p0010 log p0010 � p0111 log p0111

= � logf(p0010)p (p0111)
p g;

HXY 1 =�p00 log p00 � p01 log p01

� p10 log p10 � p11 log p11

=� logf(p0010)p (p0001)
p

� (p0111)p (p0111)
p g;

HXY 2 =�p0001p0010 log(p0001p0010)
�p0001p0111 log(p0001p0111)
� p1011p0010 log(p1011p0010)

� p1011p0111 log(p1011p0111)

=� logf(p0010)p (p0001)
p

� (p0111)p (p1011)
p g;

Z =

p200=p0001p0010 + p201=p1011p0111
p00p10=p0001p0010 + p01p11=p1011p0111

p00p10=p0001p0010 + p01p11=p1011p0111
p210=p0001p0010 + p211=p1011p0111

:

2) Other Features:We also add the following features based on
the BCM:

f15 =(p00p11 � p01p10)
2=p0001p1011p0111p0010;

f16 = p00p11=p0001p1011p0111p0010;

f17 =1� p0110=(1� p0001p1011p0111p0010);

f18 =(�1 + p00 � p11)p00 + (p00 � p11)p0110

+ (1� p00 � p11)p11 = �2p11p00;

f19 =(�1 + p00 � p11)
2p00 + (p00 � p11)

2p0110

+ (1� p00 � p11)
2p11

= p0011 � p20011 + 4p211p00;

f20 =S = (�1 + p00 � p11)
3p00 + (p00 � p11)

3p0110

+ (1� p00 � p11)
3p11

=�(p1001 + 2p11)
3p00 + (p00 � p11)

3p0110

+ (p1001)
3p11;

f21 =B = (�1 + p00 � p11)
4p00 + (p00 � p11)

4p0110

+ (1� p00 � p11)
4p11

=(p1001 + p11)
4p00 + (p00 � p11)

4p0110 + (p1001)
4p11;

f22 = JF=
true; if all rrr selected elements

of the BCM have extrema,
false; otherwise.

(2)

Note that f15 is the �2 statistic [12], f16 corresponds to the
simplified f15; and f17 is equivalent to� statistic [8]. Featuresf20
andf21 are the cluster shadeS and the cluster prominenceB from
[13], respectively.

The featuref22 is the JF first introduced in [15]. Fig. 3 shows
the values of each element of BCM as a function of the horizontal
distance for D20 texture, where the distance represents the interval
between the selected neighborhood for BCM. Fig. 3 shows the basic
idea of JF: each element of BCM shows extremal values with the
same distance interval which represents the length of the texture
DV along the horizontal direction. Therefore, we can extract the
displacement vectors using characteristics of BCM elements jointly.
The distance and orientation detected by JF represent the correct
displacement vector of the texture. In the ideal binary case it is
possible to userrr = 3; i.e., three arbitrary elements of the BCM,
but we userrr = 4; because in practice� pij � 1:

IV. A NALYSIS OF THE FEATURES fi

A. Feature Properties

It is difficult to analyze the properties of GLCM in the gray
level case. But in the binary case we can do it easily. All possible
types of the BCM and corresponding binary images for a horizontal
displacement vector are shown in Fig. 2.

Let us study the extremal properties of the featuresfi: Where they
have local extrema? Do these extrema correspond to a period?

The featuresf1; f4; f6; andf14 are rejected, because they cannot
extract the correct periodicity of texture. For example, for (j) type of
images presented in Fig. 2 we have

f1
:250 :0
:0 :750

=0:625; f1
:375 :0
:0 :625

= 0:531;

f1
:125 :0
:0 :875

=0:781
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Fig. 3. Element values of BCM as a function along the horizontal direction for D20.

TABLE I
OPPORTUNITY OF THE FEATURES COMPUTATION VIA NONCOOCCURRENCESTATISTICS

and for types (c) and (d) it equals

f1
:125 :0

:125 :750
= f1

:125 :125

:0 :750
= 0:594:

These feature values correspond to nonperiodic textures (see Fig. 2).
The minimum and maximum off1 are the following values:

f1
:250 :250

:250 :250
= min = :250; f1

:0 :0

:0 1:
= 1:

We can also see thatf4 andf6 have equal values for periodic [type
(j)] and nonperiodic [types (c) and (d) in Fig. 2] images

f4
:250 :0

:0 :750
= f4

:250 :125

:0 :625

= f4
:125 :125

:125 :650
= 0:188

f6
:375 :0

:0 :625
= f6

:250 :250

:0 :500

= f6
:250 :125

:125 :500
= 1:25:

f14 has other defects: it equals 1.0 both for a periodic texture and
for nonperiodic images of (c)-type, and it has a value close to 1.0 for

nonperiodic textures, for example

f14
:250 :0

:0 :750
= f14

:250 :0

:250 :500

= f14
:375 :0

:125 :500
= 1:0

f14
:250 :0

:125 :625
=0:973; f14

:250 :125

:125 :500
= 1:011:

We can see from Fig. 2, thatf2 can not separate the images of
(a), (e), (f), and (j) types with equalp11; as well as (b), (c), (g), (h),
and (j) with equalp00:

For comparison with other statistical approaches note that
p00; p01+p10; andp11 give the binary sum histogram;p10; p00+p11;

andp01 give the difference histogram; andp00 + p11 andp01 + p10

give the probabilities of the first-order statistic calculation. Table I
lists the features which may be calculated via the sum histogram, dif-
ference histogram, their combination, and the first-order statistic [13].

B. Feature Properties for Periodic Images

The visual analysis of Fig. 2 shows that a binary image has a
periodicity only whenp00p11 = 0 (type (i) is a single exception).
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Let we have an infinite strong periodic texture, hencep01 = p10 = 0
for the periodicity vector. Let us change value of just one pixel, then
p01 = p10 6= 0 for the same vector. This situation corresponds to
noisy images, and when noise becomes zero, thenp01 � p10 ! 0:
When noise has a zero mean, then this link is preserved.

What can we say aboutfi whenp01 = p10?
Proposition 2: Let the BCM havep01 = p10; then� � f3:
Proof is given in [5]. Note that there are nonperiodic images

satisfying this proposition, for example, (a), (b), and (i) types. In
this case,� = f3 = 1 � 1=p; where p equalsp0111 = 1 � p10;
p0001 = 1 � p10; and p01 = 1=2, respectively.

Proposition 3: Let the BCM havep01 = p10; then f8 � f9 �
p01 log 4:

Proof is given in [5]. From this feature we can notice that for fixed
p01 = p10; f8 = f9 + const; and in particularf8 = f9 for (j) type
of images.

We havep01 �= p10; when the window for the BCM calculation has
the size greater than the length of the DV. If we assumep00 � 0 and
p11 � 0; we have only (j) and (p) types of images for the periodicity
analysis. Only JF and� statistic satisfy these requirements.

Note that featuresf3; f8; f9; andf11�f16 do not allow zero values
of single probabilitypij or their pair sum.

C. Feature Normalization

As the result of analytical and numerical analysis of the features
fi; we have that only the following features are able to extract a
periodicity, if any. Normalized features are equal tomax = 1 when
the displacement vector is equal to the periodic one, and equal to
min = 0 in the opposite case:

F2 =1� f2; F3 = (f3 + 1)=2

F5 =2(f5 � 0:5) = 2f5 � 1 = 1� f2 = F2

F7 = f7; F8 = 1� f8=1:131

F9 =1� f9=1:386; F10 = (f10 � 0:250)=0:750

F11 =1� f11; F12 = (3� f12)=4

F13 = f13=0:866; F15 = f15

F17 =(f17 + 1)=2: (3)

We use the features taken from [2] (denoted asf1� f14): Besides
we add�2 statistic(�2 = f15) [12] and� statistic(� = f17) [18].
We normalize each feature value by its maximum value, resulting
in the normalized featureFi with its value in the (0, 1) range. We
rejectF5 as the duplicate ofF2: All remaining featuresFi and JF
can be used as periodicity indicators for an ideal texture. Note that
only forF2; F3; F10; F12; F15; andF17; the extremum always reaches
max = 1: Only these features and JF may be used for the texture
periodicity extraction.

So, p01 � p10 ! 0 andFi close to 1 is a necessary condition of
periodicity existence. From the Proposition 2 follows thatF17 � F3
for p01 � p10:

V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Usually scientists study a set ofW 2 CM’s. The scheme of
decreasing this number was suggested [4]. In this paper we study
a new decreasing scheme—rarefied set of testing DV’s.

The idea is the following. Let DV= (Ix; Iy) and kDVk =
max(Ix; Iy) = Im: We can not calculate the CM’s for(i1; j1) if
max(Ix � i1; Iy � j1)< 0:2Im or max(Ix � i1; Iy � j1)> 1:5Im:
By this scheme, we can calculate the digitized size of DV using the

Fig. 4. � statistic based on the GLCM for various numbers of requantization
levels for D20.

size of pixel and remove the unnecessary CM set calculation out of
bound.

Let us estimate the computational complexity (CC) of the feature
calculations. There are two groups of calculations in the similar
approaches:

1) calculation of a set of CM’s;
2) calculation of features based on CM’s, and DV’s extraction.

If we calculate CM’s in aW � W window (W � 2kDVk);
we perform(W 2 � 1)Q2=2 divisions for all the CM’s calculations.
Note that we use a half of the windows for possible variants of
displacement vectors. This value is decreased in(Q=2)2 times for
the binary image, whereQ represents the number of requantized
gray levels. WithW = 21 andQ = 8 (the smallest possible values
for GLCM texture analysis), we use 880 divisions instead of 14 080.

Parkkinenet al. [18] estimated CC of�2 and � statistics. They
assumed that CM’s and other values are given, i.e.,Q is equal to 8,
16, or 32 usually. CC= OOO(Q2) for �2 statistic, and CC= OOO(Q)
for � statistic, but our approach uses onlypij and does not need
additional calculations, i.e., CC= OOO(0)! Besides, we useQ = 2:
�2 and � statistics require the same CC for binary images, but JF
uses simpler operations.

So, our technique decreases the computation time in(Q=2) times
with respect to usual procedures, and we speed up the calculation of
CM’s for all displacement vectors.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We examine the proper features for the purpose of the structure
analysis. We use the synthesized chessboard texture image (with an
equal number of black and white pixels by binarization) and the real
texture images which have a periodicity from the Brodatz album [17].
Each image hasQ = 256 gray levels and 256� 256 image size. For
generation of noisy texture images, we add zero-mean Gaussian noise
with standard deviation equal to�:

Following to Proposition 1, we assume that the requantization
preserves periodicity characteristics. Thus, texture images are requan-
tized to binary texture images by thresholding. In this case, we can
reduce the CM size to a 2� 2 matrix. Using this reduced BCM, we
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 5. Detected texture tessellation and DV’s for noise-free chessboard texture. (a) Original texture, (b) JF, (c)F10, (d) �2 statistic, (e)� statistic, (f)
32-level � statistic, (g) Projection method, and (h) Fourier transform method.

can decrease the CC and memory size required for texture element
extraction.

We calculated the feature from the BCM along 36 quantized
directions: 0�; 5�; � � � ; 175�: We experimented with four selected
features based on the BCM: JF,F10 (Haralick et al.’s feature),�2

statistic, and� statistic. Also we simulated the� statistic based on
the 32-level CM, the projection method, and the Fourier transform
method for the performance comparison. In 32-level� statistic, a
256-level texture image is requantized to 32 gray levels by the
equal-probability quantization method [2]. Note that each feature
is normalized in interval [0,1]. For performance evaluation of each
feature, we showed a tessellation extracted by each method using
two arrows representing the displacement vectors and also listed the
extracted displacement vectors as a function of the standard deviation
of additive zero-mean Gaussian noise.

For extracting a single texture element, we have to know the
border of each texture element. We use a projection method to search
the border of texture element. If the correct displacement vectors
are searched, we can project the texture image along the selected
direction. Then we can find the start position of texture elements.
Using this start position we can extract each texture element by
regularly tessellating the texture image.

A. Periodicity Extraction Based on the GLCM Features
with Various Numbers of Requantization Levels

We can extract various information from gray level texture. But
it requires too much computation time and memory to analyze the
gray level image, the information is surplus thus most approaches
to texture analysis have requantized a texture image by a smaller
number of requantization levels, usuallyQ = 32:

We investigate the effect of requantization using the� statistic
value calculated from the D20 texture image for five different
numbers of requantized levels(Q = 2; 4; 8; 16; and32). Fig. 4 shows
the� statistic value as a function ofQ along a displacement vector.
We can detect the DV of the texture from the dominant peaks of this
feature. The distance indicates the displacement between the locations
of pixel pairs in the sampling window used for generating the CM.
Note that the peak location of the feature value does not vary much
for different values ofQ: Therefore we can use the binarized texture
for structure extraction.

Also we investigate the effect of requantization of noisy images for
structure extraction. As the number of quantization levels increases,
the extracted displacement vector varies more sensitively and requires
high computational complexity and a large amount of memory.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 6. Detected tessellation and DV’s for noise-free texture D20 image. (a) Original texture, (b) JF, (c)F10, (d) �2 statistic, (e)� statistic, (f) 32-level
� statistic, (g) Projection method, and (h) Fourier transform method.

Therefore it is desirable to use the binarized texture to analyze its
structure as long as the binary image preserves structure of original
texture. We will show the effect of requantization for noisy images
in the next section.

B. Experiments with the Synthetically Generated Texture Images

It is desirable to make the comparative analysis of different features
on artificial images, such as the real structure of images distorted.
We used the test sample image with a parallelogram form as shown
in Fig. 1(a). We converted this gray level texture into a binary
chessboard image as shown in the last column of Fig. 1(a). For
texture element extraction, we tested this chessboard image and real
texture images with the normalized features. Normalized features
F2; F3; F10; F11; andF12; �

2 statistic, and� statistic give absolute
maxima equal to 1, whereasF7; F8; F9; and F13 have fluctuating
maxima in the lattice knots of an ideal texture.F8 is an unreliable
structure feature.F9�F13; and�2 statistic do not recognize correctly
the period of the chessboard texture. Two directions showing peri-
odic behavior with large feature values determine the displacement
vectors.

Fig. 5(a) shows the original texture image. Fig. 5(b) shows the
correct displacement vectors detected by the JF.F10 and�2 statistic
detect the shorter displacement vectors as shown in Fig. 5(c) and
(d), respectively, resulting in mistaken structure. Fig. 5(e) shows
the correct displacement vector extracted by� statistic. 32-level
� statistic and projection method extract the correct displacement
vectors as shown in Figs. 5(f) and (g), respectively. Although the
displacement vector extracted by the projection method is different
from that extracted by the JF, it gives an another equivalent form of
PR of the chessboard texture. Fourier transform method extracts the
incorrect displacement vector, as shown in Fig. 5(h).

C. Experiments with Real Texture Images

Six real textures from Brodatz album [17] were used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach. Note that some textures have
irregular patterns locally in some regions. Fig. 6 shows the extracted
texture elements for the noise-free D20 texture image. All features
can detect the correct displacement vectors. It is desirable to extract
(0�, 90�) vector for the displacement vector rather than (45�, 90�),
even though two descriptions result in the same synthesized image.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Detected tessellation by the JF for real texture images. (a) D1, (b) D3, (c) D6, (d) D35, (e) D52, and (f) D101.

TABLE II
DV’s EXTRACTED BY EACH METHOD AS A FUNCTION OF � FOR CHESSBOARD AND D20 TEXTURES

Only the JF, projection method, and Fourier transform method detect
the desirable displacement vectors for the D20 image.

Fig. 7 shows the texture elements extracted by the JF for real
texture images. Note that the JF detects the correct displacement
vectors for real texture images. Because the JF uses only the property
of the CM’s element which has the periodic characteristic in periodic
texture such asp00 or p11; it can detect the displacement vector easily
and robustly.� statistic also uses the diagonality of the CM [8] similar
to our assumption for the JF, but sometimes it can not detect the
proper displacement vector. Whereas the�

2 statistic uses the pitch
period of the feature value to detect the displacement vector, which
is not robust to noise. Fourier transform method extracts the spectra

that have the maximum power with respect to the neighborhood.
So, it is robust to additive noise, but finds difficulty in extracting a
correct periodicity. As shown in the next section, as the noise level
increases, the gray level distribution varies, however the proposed
feature gives satisfactory results as long as binarization of the texture
image preserves the texture structure.

D. Experiments with Noisy Texture Images

We study the effect of binarization of noisy images as a function of
�: As the noise level increases, the histogram of the image varies: the
peaks of histogram at 0 and 255 become larger. That is, as� increases,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8. Detected tessellation by the JF for noisy real texture images. (a) D1(� = 100), (b) D3 (� = 100), (c) D6 (� = 80), (d) D35 (� = 100),
(e) D52 (� = 100), and (f) D101 (� = 100):

peaks at 0 and 255 become dominant, resulting in effective binariza-
tion. It means that although the number of requantization level varies,
the structure of noisy requantized texture varies slightly. Therefore,
for texture analysis we can use the BCM instead of the GLCM.

We experimented with the same texture images used in the previous
section. Table II lists the displacement vector detected by each feature
for noisy chessboard and D20 images as a function of�: Values
(�i; di); i = 1; 2, represent the two extracted DV’s, where�i
and di denote theangle and length of the displacement vector,
respectively.�i represents one of 36 quantized angles for the CM-
based features and the projection method. In the Fourier transform
method, we represent the displacement vector by� = tan�1(Iy=Ix)

and Im = max(Ix; Iy) using the notation in Section V. With noisy
chessboard images,F10 and �2 can not detect the correct DV’s
whereas the JF,� statistic, and 32-level� statistic can detect the
correct DV’s. On the other hand, the projection method detects the
displacement vector different from that extracted by the JF, but
note that it yields another form of PR of this chessboard texture as
mentioned before. Fourier transform method cannot detect the correct
displacement vector even for a noisy image with small�:

Table II also lists the displacement vector detected by each feature
for noisy D20 images. Note that as the noise level increases, the
detected displacement vectors vary except for the JF, projection
method, and Fourier transform method. Computer simulation with
several real texture images shows that the variation of displacement
vectors detected by the JF and projection method are smaller than
that by other features. Although the� statistic can extract the correct
displacement vectors for a synthetic chessboard image, it can not

detect the desirable DV’s for noisy real texture images with stable
PR’s. As shown in Table II the JF, projection method, and Fourier
transform method can detect the stable displacement vectors correctly
with � � 80; whereas the displacement vectors detected byF10; �

2-
statistic, 32-level� statistic, and�-statistic vary, that is, they are
unstable for additive noise. It is noted that the displacement vector
consisting of 0� and 90� vectors are more desirable for the D20
texture image as mentioned in a noise-free case.

Fig. 8 shows the texture elements extracted by the JF for noisy
real texture images, where� in parenthesis indicates the maximum
noise level with which the JF can extract the same displacement
vectors as those from the noiseless texture. Note that the image
with small� in parenthesis does not show periodic structure locally,
so even small amount of noise can result in detection of incorrect
displacement vectors. It is shown that the JF can extract the correct
displacement vectors even though the added noise level is very large.
With the conventional features, as the noise level� increases, it is
difficult to detect the correct displacement vectors. But the proposed
JF and projection method can detect the correct displacement vectors
robustly compared to other methods. From the simulation results,
it is noted that the JF is a stable detector robust to additive noise.
Therefore we can use it for the texture elements extraction as long
as binarization preserves texture structure. It is a very simple feature
robust to additive Gaussian noise.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A textural structure extraction by twenty two features based on
binary CM’s was studied. We have proved that texture periodicity
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may be detected from a texture binary preparation by seven of the
features. We can confirm the correctness of our method by restoration
of original image by extracted placement rules. CM’s for the binary
images have very few statistical information, but we have shown
that even a single element of CM’s and their joint employment JF
make it possible to extract the correct displacement vectors. This
approach decreases the computation time of structure extraction in
dozens times by reduction of CM size and feature computation time.
The feature stability on noisy images was also investigated. The JF
is stable for noisy images without additional calculation for additive
noise compared with other features based on CM. Also the projection
method yields the correct displacement vectors, and it is a very fast
method robust to additive noise. The major novelties of our approach
are as follows.

1) We can transform the initial gray level texture into a binary
image. Thresholding is suitable for this goal.

2) The properties of all features based on binary CM’s (including
Haralick et al.’s features) are studied and compared with the
introduced JF.

In summary, the JF is a robust detector for texture periodicity
analysis, if the binarization is accomplished completely. Further study
will focus on the development of an efficient structure extraction
algorithm for hierarchically structured and color textures.
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Information System Project Selection Using Fuzzy Logic

Kuanchin Chen and Narasimhaiah Gorla

Abstract—The allocation of scarce business resources is becoming a
major problem for management nowadays. Limited by lack of resources,
management needs to make project selection decisions under the con-
straints of available information, and often makes decisions based on
incomplete information. Traditionally, quantitative techniques dominate
decision-making in selecting management information systems (MIS)
projects. However, encapsulating or simply discarding the qualitative
concerns makes a project economically sound but not operationally sound.
This is often the reason that causes a project to fail. This paper establishes
a model by incorporating fuzzy logic as a decision tool, which smoothly
aids decision makers dealing with uncertain or incomplete information
without losing existing quantitative information.

Index Terms—Decision making, fuzzy logic, management information
systems, project management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Management information systems (MIS) project selection is a
key activity performed by a MIS manager. According to Bellman
and Zadeh [2], “much of the decision making in the real world
takes place in an environment in which the goals, the constraints,
and the consequences of possible actions are not known precisely.”
Management often makes decisions based on incomplete, vague, or
uncertain information. Several decision tools have been studied with
the hope that managers could make better decisions, even though
the environment is uncertain. Traditional project selection techniques
highly utilize quantitative tools, such as cash flow, NPV, and ROI.
These tools have both practical and theoretical drawbacks [4], [21].

Bellman and Zadeh [2] question the assumption in decision theory
that imprecision can be equated with randomness. Ewusi-Mensah and
Przasnyski [7] state that “even systems that are considered technically
sound run a high risk of failure when the behavioral, political, and
other organizational concerns are overlooked.” Qualitative issues are
becoming more critical than ever.

Fuzzy logic has been used as a control engine for the engineering
field. Its superiority in handling inexact and vague information has
proved useful in many practical applications [8]. Besides, better
communication can be attained through fuzzy logic because of its
ability to utilize natural languages in the form of linguistic variables.
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